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Themes

“We can be almost certain of being wrong about the future, if 
we are wrong about the past”  GK Chesterton (1874 – 1936)

 Incident investigations are often biased, superficial and 

the wrong lessons are learnt

 Prosecutions may make things worse – hindsight 
rampant and the regulator’s role air-brushed out of 
the script 

 With exceptions, bad events happen in companies that 
are trying hard – but the portents are lurking ‘below the 
radar’

 Preventive resilience vulnerabilities (explain later)

 Deficient cultural maturity 





Themes

 How Events & Causal Factors Analysis (ECFA) and Fault 
Tree Analysis (FTA) can reduce biases, promote full 
investigations, learn the ‘true’ lessons, and ‘map’ the 
incident  

 Case studies:

 Simple explanation of analytical methods 

 Buncefield oil storage depot explosion (2005) – RTB 
engaged by Total (UK) Ltd

 Port Talbot No 5 blast furnace explosion (2001) –
RTB engaged by HSE – in brief

 Comparison

 ‘Everything’ in public domain – access impossible in practice



Confirmation bias: ‘traditional’ investigations
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Investigation biases

 Confirmation

 Causality – who to blame: jump to conclusions; and
rationality of behaviour

 Hindsight – part of ‘availability’

 Bad events seem more likely and more preventable in 
the aftermath – and errors more culpable

 Role of expert witnesses and specialist investigators 

 Partisan support in an adversarial legal system: 
biases endemic – no further explanation

 We are all biased – particularly me – challenge!



Confirmation bias

 Cherry pick (or worse) the evidence to confirm 
preconceptions

 ‘Midland’ enquiry – ’Nick’s’ evidence ‘credible and true’

 Blameworthiness magnified (and mistaken conclusions) if 
investigators think fallible decisions inexplicable and / or 
irrational; so: 

“Go on collecting and analysing data until you feel 

that you too, in the given circumstances, would have 

made the same decision which proved in practice to 

be wrong” 

Prof Andrew Hale, Hastam



Hindsight bias
Prof James Reason FRS (2008)

“There is a universal tendency to perceive past events as 

somehow more foreseeable and more avoidable than they 

actually were

Our knowledge of the outcome unconsciously colours our 

ideas of how and why it occurred”



Hindsight: heightened risk perceptions graph 
inspired by Tversky & Kahneman (1974) ‘Availability’ theory
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Hindsight: Fischoff (1975 / 2003)

“Possessing knowledge of the outcome … trivializes the 

situation confronting the practitioners and makes the correct 

choice seem crystal clear”

“ … a decision maker … caught unprepared by some turn of 

events ... can do little more than berate himself … 

When … second guessed by a hindsightful observer, his 

misfortune appears to have been incompetence, folly, or 

worse”



Hindsight: Fischoff (1975 / 2003)

“… what passes for the wisdom of hindsight often contains 

heady doses of sophistry* - that the perceived inevitability of 

… outcomes is imposed upon, rather than legitimately inferred 

from, the available evidence”

*
“The clever use of arguments that seem true but are really false, in order 

to deceive people” http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/sophistry

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/sophistry


Hindsight bias – key points

 Research has uncontested authority

 People who think that they can ‘factor out’ bias are wrong

 Fallible decisions and unintended human errors look 
‘incompetence, folly, or worse’ (decisions may not be 
fallible at all)

 Scapegoating individuals & organisations 

 Sophistry: cherry picking & distortions

 Important ‘other’ preventive work appears ‘misdirected’

 How analytical methods help



Investigation techniques: 
Events and Causal Factors Analysis (ECFA)

 Chronology of discrete events leading to an incident – the 
timelines for each part of the ‘story’ 

 Ask ‘why’ (‘five times’) to determine:

 The conditions (explanations) relating to the events

 The causal factors  - eg ‘less than adequate’ (LTA) ….

 The links between the stories

 Leads to an accessible map of incident causation



A simple explanation of ECFA and how valid 
lessons may be learnt

 Method illustrated here 
with a fall from a scaffold

 First the Primary events;
with 7 conditions and 3 
possible causal factors

 (Not a real case)



BJ’s safety boots lacked grip

Insufficient scaffold tubes 

supplied

Gaps in guard rail

(no edge protection)

SUK quantity surveying 

procedures LTA 

A Smith (SUK) 

certificated 

scaffold as safe

1807

10-11-12

A Smith (SUK) 

inspected scaffold

1755-1805

10-11-12

SUK attached

‘scaf tags’ on 

scaffold

1810

10-11-12

SUK Ltd erected 

scaffold for Refurb 

Ltd

0800-1800

10-11-12 (Friday)

AS not certificated as 

scaffold inspector

AS’s inspection LTA

SUK competency / training 

systems LTA 

Refurb’s procedures for 

replacing safety boots LTA

BJ fell through gap 

in guard rail

0800

11-11-12

BJ believed scaffold safe

BJ climbed to 

scaffold second 

landing

0750

11-11-12

BJ briefed at 

Refurb’s site office 

0735-0745

11-11-12

BJ slipped on 

scaffold board

0755

11-11-12

B Jones (Refurb) 

arrived at site

0730

11-11-12

Board wet/slippery from 

overnight rain 

(from 1730 10-11-12)

BJ fell 5 metres

0800

11-11-12

BJ broke left leg

0800

11-11-12

Primary events

Secondary events

Example of a 

simple ECFA

Much more can be inferred from 

the Analysis.  Mr A Smith might 

have also skimped the scaffold 

inspection noting that it was 

carried out late on a Friday and it 

was raining.  But AS may have 

reasonably missed seeing the 

gaps on a wet dark November 

evening.

The emergency actions might 

have been added to the end of 

the Primary events.

Key:

Boxes (blue) - events

Ovals (yellow) - conditions

Ovals (orange) – causal factors

Dashed ovals (or boxes) – 

uncertain
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A simple explanation of FTA: complements ECFA

 Identify combinations of faults that result in an adverse 
TOP event (incident)

 Cascade tree downwards to establish underlying and if 
possible root causes / faults 

 Use ‘Boolean’ algebra: ‘AND’ gates; ‘OR’ gates to 
identify faults relevant to incident

 AND: two or more faults must be present together

 OR: two or more faults, but where only one needs to be 
present

 Logical map of incident causation – focus just on 
causal factors

 Example – fall from a scaffold (as before)



Example of a 
simple FTA



FTA Symbols



The full 
investigation 
process

ECFA aids data 
collection 
(identifies gaps 
in knowledge)

ECFA & FTA aid 
data analysis

ECFA

ECFA & FTA



The Buncefield explosion

Booth RT (2011) “How hindsight bias distorts history. An iconoclastic 
analysis of the Buncefield explosion” 

http://www.hastam.co.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/hindsight-
bias-full-2012.pdf

http://www.hastam.co.uk/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/hindsight-bias-full-2012.pdf


Buncefield explosion
0602 Sunday 11 December 2005

 HOSL: Oil Storage Depot JVP owned by 

 Total (UK) Ltd 60%; Chevron 40%

 Total the employer and also contractually responsible for 
safety 

 Overflow of 250,000 litres of petrol from storage tank
T912

 Vapour ignited by spark from fire-pump motor

 Devastating vapour cloud explosion (VCE) and major fire

 By good fortune, nobody was fatally injured
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FlJQWewjTc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDVdipBgKSY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0FlJQWewjTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDVdipBgKSY


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fDVdipBgKSY



Storage tank – fuel level monitoring and 

safety devices

ATG

IHLS



Immediate events: technical
10 & 11 December

 Failure of an endemically-unreliable automatic 
tank gauge (ATG) and consequential non-
operation of ATG high level alarms, and:

 Failure of an apparently-functioning
independent high level switch (IHLS) - but with a 
crippling latent defect

 ATG failure led to an overfill (undesirable) 

 IHLS failure led to an overflow (catastrophic) 



Immediate events; procedural
10 & 11 December 2005

 Day shift log error (tank T915 & ‘slow’  flow-rate Total 
pipeline); and cursory shift handover

 Graham Nash (night-shift pipeline supervisor) multiple 
tasks & concerns

 No T912 (‘T915’) level checks by Graham, so ATG seizure
(and resulting non-operation of alarms) not detected 

 Mr Nash scapegoated by Total et al; despite:

 ‘It is unrealistic to expect an operator to watch a 
level when a trip (or alarm) is provided’ (Kletz; 1987 / 

2009)

 Graham responsible for overfill NOT overflow

 No other users of IHLSs knew of latent defect



Precursors: suppliers

 Motherwell Control Systems (MCS) supplied and 
maintained ATGs and (TAV) IHLSs

 MCS failed to effect robust ATG repairs

 Faults corrected; NOT corrective action (14 ATG 
failures in three months) 

 Crucial IHLS locating pins (actually padlocks) not fitted by 

MCS engineers – presumed only for security!*

 No instructions supplied by TAV (manufacturer)

* I have not read MCS evidence that might explain how this  happened –

looks superficially like ‘folly’



 The crucial issues for the MIIB: 

 How the explosion happened 

 Underlying and root causes

 Lessons for prevention

 Prior Role of CA

 Inquiry nominally led by MIIB but hijacked by HSE – in role 
as prosecutor

 10 organisations in the causal chain: 

 BPA; BP; Chevron; DNV; HOSL; HSE (CA); MCS; Shell; 
TAV; Total

The  Major Incident Inquiry Board (MIIB): 
purpose and challenges



 Total the ‘fall guy’ from the outset; all the opprobrium 
fell on them (from all parties)

 Others written out of the story or errors excused

 So, HSE investigation did not help MIIB draw the 
salient lessons from the incident: 

 The signal to the industry (via HSE) was that Total 
were incompetent

 Not that industry good / best practice safety 
management systems were insufficiently robust to 
detect degradation in ‘preventive resilience’ 

The  MIIB – how the prosecution of Total  
impeded its work 



HSE as prosecutor – unfounded (biased) 
allegations and let offs

 Total should have included VCE from tank overflow in 
COMAH Safety Case and preventive plans; latter LTA as 
‘what was at stake; but:

 MIIB: “VCE not realistically credible” – HSE & Industry 
mind-set

 DNV quantitative analysis fundamentally wrong

 HSE told HOSL not to include overflow as a MAH (HSE 
role air brushed out)

 Total Safety Case: alleged feet dragging and hopeless

 In fact generally very good

 HOSL COMAH alleged training too legalistic

 Not true; highly practical



HSE as prosecutor – unfounded (biased) 
allegations and let offs

 DNV audits failed to detect HOSL multiple shortcomings –
but faults ascribed to Total (not DNV) for four false 
reasons:

 Total chose an inappropriate DNV audit question set

 HSE EW invoked OSHA 1910.119 (1996); but not 
applicable to OSDs

 Results unfavourable

 Total paid ‘lip service’ to audit findings



HSE as prosecutor – unfounded (biased) 
allegations (and let offs)

 Total should have been a more intelligent customer and 
should have:

 Rumbled MCS generally
+ Nick Toone (HSE HID) MSc evidence that Total following good 

industry practice

 ‘Applied their minds’ to IHLS testing; BUT

+ MCS widely used in other OSDs

+ DID consider IHLS testing thoroughly; HSE involved

+ No other OSD had detected IHLS fault

 Explosion: Chevron petrol through ‘their’ pipeline

 Total blamed for Chevron’s pipeline control systems 
when compared with Total’s best practice systems



Buncefield ECFA ‘Map’

 Caveats

 Only part of the story (lots of secondary events 
‘stories’ omitted eg HSE prior role)

 Drafted six months before all evidence studied

 Lots of gaps and errors



Buncefield ECFA

Primary events

 The time line of events on 10 & 11 December 2005

Secondary events

 CA decision whether overflow a ‘major accident hazard’ 
(precursors ignored)

 Preparation of HOSL / Total Safety Case

 Role of HOSL Board

 DNV audits

 Reliability issues: ATGs and IHLSs

 HOSL senior staff activities (lack of focus)

 Throughput challenges (role of JV partners)

 HOSL ownership history



Secondary Events 5B: ATG 
Installation, Maintenance and 
Reliability

Secondary Events 1: Cold 
petrol VCEs history and
CA /Industry response   

Secondary Events 7: 
HOSL Product Throughput 
Management

Secondary 
Events 8: HOSL 
History

TAV IHLS supplied to 

MCS not suitable for

floating roof tanks

Secondary Events 6: 
HOSL Management of 
OSH & Other Work 2005

Fire pump auto-started on 

Shut Down

Bund fractures and overspills

Injuries, and 

property damage/

environmental 

impacts estimated 

up to £1 billion

250,000 litres of 

petrol released 

Spark generated 

when fire pump 

motor auto started 

06.01.30

Explosion

06.01.32

Tanker driver 

alerts Nash to 

release

c 0555

Nash operates 

Fina Line 

Emergency

Shut Down

06.01.10

Planning permission

given predicated on no 

significant off-site risks

Buildings adjacent to site

Fire pump located 

close to Tank 912

Pump motor not 

flame-proof or intrinsically 

safe

High over-pressure

VCE not realistically

credible from any

scenario

Flammable concentration 

fuel/air

Fire-fighting products etc 

enter water basin

Bund design 

 and maintenance LTA

IHLS Cobham

fails to trip

Nash does not 

notice that ATG 

flatlining 

Nash does not 

notice that alarm 

has failed to 

operate

Nash does not 

notice that IHLS 

has failed to trip 

out

Nash believed Tank ‘T915’ 

three-quarters full

T112 Overspill 

begins c 0537 -

0538

ATG Alarm fails to 

operate

Primary Events: HOSL Control 
Room 9-11 December 2005

Shift changeover 

between Doran 

and Nash 

1900 10 12 05 

Nash received call 

from KRL 

employee re shift 

patterns.

c 2000 - 2030

 Call from LOR 

requesting gas oil 

injection pumps be 

switched from 

T111 to T110.  Call 

taken by Forde.

 c 2000

Call from LOR re 

gas/oil figures.

Received every 2 

hours 24 hours a 

day

Fitt out on site: 

takes samples 

from incoming 

batch

c 1900 

Nash believes that “T915” 

due to fill by circa 

Shift changeover

procedures MLTA

LTA BPA planning 

(weekend)

Nash/Forde eat

Chinese takeaway. 

 

ATG Level 

indicator failure: 

‘flatlining’

c 0300

Nash/Forde 

‘glance’ at live 

boxing match 

between 2055 and 

2210 

Telehone call from 

BPA re predicted 

parcels to be 

delivered shortly 

after midnight

c 2300

VCE St Herblain, 

France 1991

VCE Newark, New 

Jersey USA 1983

MAHs for SR

specified by CA (all Top-tier 

OSDs)

Total/Industry: Overspill

VCE not realistically credible

Jim Coalwood’s experience 

of OSD’s safety BTA

To Primary Events 

– final event

CA approve SR 

subject to Tsunami 

scenario resolution 

Jim Coalwood 

starts preparation 

of HOSL COMAH 

Safety Report

HOSL notifies CA 

OSD ‘top tier’ 

COMAH site

10 10 2002

CA requests 

further information

14 11 2003

SR submitted to 

CA

30 07 2003

Discussions with 

CA re overspill as 

MAH (overspill 

NOT to be 

included)

Tank overspill prevention

[correctly] not in training 

package

CA Appraisal of SR LTA

(per PCS)

HOSL Safety Report as 

amended BTA

HOSL/Total LCM BTA

HOSL COMAH SR Training 

BTA for MAHs

DNV input for MAH 

scenarios

01 12 2003

HOSL COMAH 

training begins

N Toone suggests 

material for 

inclusion in SR

19 11 2003

HSE visit to 

Buncefield (No 

attendance notes)

11 11 2003

CA Events 

redacted

Secondary Events 4: 
DNV ISSSRS Audits 
& follow-up

Secondary Events 5A: TAV MCS 
IHLS Installation, Maintenance 
and Reliability

Secondary Events 5: 
Overfill of T903 ‘Near 
Miss’ 8 August 2003

HOSL made 

contact with MCS 

re failure

[Event(s) to be 

added]

14 cases of 

servogauge 

sticking

to 10 12 2005

[Event(s) to be 

added]

[Event(s) to be 

added]

S Lewis signs 14 

ATG repair 

requisitions

9 to 11 05

P Martin carries 

out multiple DSE 

tasks 

S Lewis updates 

LCM

S Lewis involved in 

scheduling

10 to 12 05

R White prepares 

SR and ‘final’ 

replies to CA

Extra precautions match 

post-Incident HSE guidanceEnquiry protocol BTA

ATGs at HOSL reliable

at this time

As an up-date no need

for change analysis review

by HOSL

RW Memo to 

Supervisors to 

monitor levels/

check times to 

cater for ATG 

unreliability

T912 IHLS tested 

regularly by MCS

T912 operated for X weeks 

without an IHLS

‘Standard’ test will not

detect IHLS latent fault (no 

padlock)

IHLS fitted without

padlocks at other depots

CA either unaware of

faulty assembly; or took no 

action

Nash knowledge of ATG 

failures LTA

Switch inoperative as 

balance padlock not fitted

Attention to ATG

failures LTA

S Lewis does not notice 

failure epidemic

Secondary Events 2: 
Preparation of HOSL 
COMAH SR & CA 
involvement

CA Events

redacted

CA Events 

redacted

VCE Naples, Italy 

1995
CA Events 

redacted

Total et al review 

of VCEs in OSDs

and generally

High over-pressure

VCE not realistically

credible from any

scenario

CA Events 

redacted

CA Events 

redacted

Overspill VCE not

realistically credible

Overspill not

COMAH MAH

Overspill: ‘Worst’ outcome:

fire within bund

Secondary 
Events 3: HOSL 
Board Oversight 

Operation of HOSL 

JVP and OSH 

entrusted to 

Petrofina (Total) 

DNV contracted to 

audit HOSL (and 

other JV/Total 

OSDs)

from 07 1997

ISSSRS audit 

showed good 

compliance

04 07 2003

Accreditation 

under ISSSRS 

sought

22 07 1997

H&S tours held per 

schedule

04 07 2003

Audit by DNV in 

2000

Audit by DNV in 

2002

Audit by DNV in 

2004

ISSSRS Close out 

meeting at Watford

04 11 2004

Padlock instructions not 

communicated by TAV to 

MCS

Communications TAV-MCS 

MLTA

Tank 903

ATG failure

5-8-03

[time]

Damage to floating 

roof

5-8-03

[time + x mins]

Incident enquiry 

carried out

[RW, SL & JT] 

IHLS operated but 

above correct 

setting

5-8-03

[time + x mins]

Enquiry team 

made 

recommendations 

to reduce risk to 

‘remote’

IHLSs Planned 

maintenance 

contract with MCS

MCS fitted IHLS to 

912 without 

balance padlock 

01 07 2004

History of testing 

LTA

TAV supplied up-

dated IHLSs to 

MCS

28 05 2004

T912 IHLS failure

TAV only supplied 

instructions on request and 

charged fee

T912 IHLS 

replacement fitted/

repaired without 

padlock?

Realistic IHLS wet test

not adopted

Concerns about hazards

of wet test, and also 

throughput disruption

All requested 

information now 

supplied by R 

White

12 01 2004

SR now 

considered 

suitable for 

assessment 

process

28 01 2004

Feedback meeting 

with HSE

28 07 2004

HSE request 

further information

11 08 2004

D Hackney 

accepts basis for 

QRA System

21 09 2004

HSE visit

05 05 2005

HSE meeting at 

Buncefield

27 07 2005

R White supplies 

requested 

additional 

information

27 09 2005

HSE meeting at 

HOSL

22 11 2005

Level 3 ISSSRS 

retained

18 03 2005

BS initiative to be 

introduced

15 07 2005 

Vigilance LTA/Attention 

directed eleswhere

Overspill not 

detected by Nash 

(or Forde)

From Secondary 

Events 1

OHSET meeting 

reports all action 

complete

20 09 2005

Recruitment of 9
th
 

supervisor

March and July 

2005 

No flat line alarm available

HOSL staff NOT alerted to 

risks of tank overfilling

R White not alerted to

risks of overspills

PCS: SR MLTA

(overspills etc)

R White not alerted to

focus attention on overspill 

risks in staff briefings

R White involved

in SR preparation

HOSL staff NOT alerted to 

significance of ATG failures

R White not alerted

to enquire re overspill 

protective systems

ISSSRS Audits reassurance 

that HOSL OSH BTA

Board oversight BTA

Overspill hazards and 

terminal supervision not 

raised by DNV/Osprey

Overspill hazards not 

(reasonably) on agenda

Participation by 

N Beedham and J Tonks

Osprey ‘practice’ 

ISSSRS audit

X X 2005

HOSL close outs for

ISSSRS Audits BTA

Flawed HSL Report

Evidence

Nash suffering fatigue from 

prolonged 12 hour shifts

LTA Shift patterns

promoted fatigue

Supervisors below planned 

Jan 2006 establishment

Nash mutli-tasking with

extraneous activities

Tensions between 

Supervisors and HOSL

HOSL Board concern

re  staff levels and

overtime costs 

K Bowers (Supervisor)

retired and D Martin 

appointed

No evidence of fatigue 

among supervisors

Nash believes no monitoring 

of T912 necessary

HOSL JVP formed: 

Petrofina and 

Texaco 50/50%

1988 

JV partners each 

sell 10% of HOSL 

to Elf Aquitaine

December 1993

HOSL and Fina set 

up Management 

Agreement

January 1992

Total and Elf 

merge and Total 

has 60% of HOSL

2000

Texaco retains 

veto power on 

Board

2000

All decisions require 

consensus

Total has 70% 

throughput; 

Texaco 30%

2001

[Event(s) to be 

added]

[Event(s) to be 

added]

1996 – 2000 5% 

increase in 

throughput

Texaco contract 

with Shell

2001/2

Texaco

throughput 

increases

 50%

2002

Texaco and Shell 

dismantle three 

storage tanks

Texaco and Shell 

allocate more 

tanks to Texaco 

petrol and diesel

Situational violations 

endemic

Substantial challenges with 

ullage management

B Workman (Texaco)

office at HOSL

R White & other 

HOSL staff 

‘diverted’ to 

Colnbrook

P Martin re-joins 

HOSL (formerly a 

supervisor)

9 05

J Tonks leaves 

HOSL

9 05 

P Martin training/

briefing LTA

P Martin overworked and 

‘cheesed off’

Attention to daily

operational issues LTA

Supervisors are contact

link with MCS re breakdowns

R White takes over 

duties from S 

Lewis

Upgrades 

including inter alia 

flat line alarm not 

purchased

S Lewis prepares 

critical parts list

3 05

MCS install ATG
MCS update ATG

2000

T912 put back in 

service after repair 

and cleaning

31 08 2005

IHLSs not fitted at some 

OSDs

Jim Coalwood’s experience 

of OSD’s safety BTA

MCS engineers MLTA

at HOSL

MCS engineers MLTA

at other OSDs

ATG reliability MLTA

at HOSL

ATG reliability MLTA at

other OSDs

Switch inoperative as 

balance padlock not fitted
[Spare event]

MCS repair schedule MLTA

MCS engineers MLTA

at HOSL

MCS engineers MLTA

at other OSDs

The Buncefield Explosion 

11 December 2005

MAP of the Events and 

Causal Factors

Richard Booth 4 January 2010

CA either unaware of

ATG failures; or took no 

action

Scope for human errors 

when multi tasking

Substantial increase in 

workload for supervisors & 

technicians

Tank T912 filling 

starts from UKOP 

South

Doran wrote on 

dayshift handover 

sheet: ‘BPA 912 

open for TX7123’

c 1850 10 12 05 

Additional elements to Primary Events:

All hourly LOR gas oil figures received by printer. 

C 2315 – 2330 closure of site for commencement of daily stock reconciliation.

C 2330 Nash received telephone call from son informing him that son had damaged his car. 

C 2355 Stock reconciliation indicates that ATG on T602 stuck.  Tank placed in book stock.

C 0000 Nash plotted ‘140' flow rate for LOR

C  0000 Movement dip log sheet commenced for the following 24 hours.

C 0100 - 0130 Nash received call from LOR to start increase pumping rate gradually every five minutes for 30 minutes.

0130 Call received from LOR requesting completion time for batch they were running.  Estimated by Nash as 0600 11.12.05.

C 0130 Completion of terminal stocks and reports by Forde.

C 0130 Rebooted TMS system which took 10 – 15 minutes.

C 0150 Nash received short call from wife.

C 0155 – 0225 Nash sent email to KRL employee re contents of telephone conversation earlier in the evening.

C 0215  received call from BPA stating they were going on line with second part of parcel (approximately three hours later than 

originally stated by BPA).  Nash immediately went to computer and brought up relevant tank screen to check current input.

C 0430  Shell tanker driver on loading bay having problems with card reader.  Nash and Forde required to assist.

C 0440  Forde leaves Control Room to assist tanker driver.

C 0445 Nash required to leave Control Room to stop and restart the ‘spot controller’ situated in the Equipment Room.  Fails to 

work first time; procedure repeated.  Control Room unmanned.

C 0505 – 0530  Nash informed by tanker driver that pathway to BOL slippery.  Forde goes to workshop to collect salt for pathway; 

vehicle required for salt.  Delayed as vehicle had been left with windows open and ice needed scraping away from both inside and 

outside vehicle.

Forde returned to pathway to complete salt laying.

C 0525 Nash commenced preparation for batch change at LOR in relation to gas oil batch due to be completed at 0600 hours.

C 0530 Nash received call from LOR re gas oil figures.  Arrangements made for Nash to call LOR ten minutes prior to batch 

change (now imminent)

Several events after Nash alerted to T912 overspill by tanker driver to ESD not currently recorded here.

Nash knowledge of hazards 

of ATG failures LTA

Supervisors

communications re ATG 

failures LTA

Nash knowledge of hazards 

of IHLS failure LTA

Failure rate of ATGs less 

than 5%



The generic learning points – informed by 
gathering data for the ECFA

Some issues not mutually-exclusive



VCE ‘Not realistically credible’ and COMAH 
safety cases

 Corporate memory – learning from ‘disasters’

 Regulator’s fallible decisions and their dominant 
impact

 Overflows (undesirable on any terms) ‘fell below 
the radar’ 

 DNV quantified risk assessment findings flawed: 
prediction of % vapour with ‘waterfall’ from 
overflowing tanks not considered 

 Satisfying the regulator not enough

 Generic reliability data almost worthless



Management of HOSL / JVP subsidiaries

 Vulnerability of JVPs - conflicting pressures

 Shell / Chevron took throughput scheduling 
decisions; HOSL staff not consulted; Total  
powerless – 50% increase in Chevron throughput 
2002 - 2004

 Chevron veto on expenditure / staffing levels

 Fingers on the pulse

 Best practice audits miss resilience decays

 HOSL Board minutes show high focus

 But good news swamped bad news



Intelligent customers and change 
management

 How should clients evaluate expert suppliers?

 What expertise required ‘in house’?

 What is a ‘material change (COMAH) – a ‘like-for-like’ 
replacement?

 Fault correction hopeless if not combined with 
corrective action



Shifts and control room operations

 Weak shift record keeping and handovers – a generic 
problem – a lesson of several major accidents; but not 
acted upon

 Supervision of shift work; checks on shift logs by 
managers essential

 Shift scheduling (fatigue)

 Vigilance reduced where automated systems; 
exacerbated here by personal preoccupations

 Coping with high risk challenges perceived as essential 
skill of experienced staff: continual work on a knife 
edge part of the job

 Weekends vulnerable

 ‘Whistleblowing’



Preventive resilience: the slippery slope

 Several organisations’ resources inadequate, notably 
HSE; HOSL and MCS

 Tensions between staff working under unreasonable 
pressure and some suffering domestic challenges

 OSDs not profit centres and faced penalty charges

 No ‘spare capacity’, including
 Lack of storage tanks (thus no realistic IHLS test)

 Violations committed to get the job done: everyone doing 
their best, but ‘working around’ constraints 

 HOSL staff sent to Colnebrook  OSD (Heathrow) at critical 
time 

 Key people did not know what was going on

https://www.hastam.co.uk/should-you-worry-about-resilience-by-professor-
andrew-hale/

https://www.hastam.co.uk/resilience-vulnerabilities-their-significance-in-safety-
prosecutions-by-professor-richard-booth/

https://www.hastam.co.uk/should-you-worry-about-resilience-by-professor-andrew-hale/
https://www.hastam.co.uk/resilience-vulnerabilities-their-significance-in-safety-prosecutions-by-professor-richard-booth/


Pastiche conversation: Total HOSL Chair and Site 
Manager – 4 weeks before explosion

Nick ‘Bob.  We’ve got big problems at Colnebrook. Contractors 

have screwed up. …  Can you get down there pronto with 

Steve and Phil?’

Bob ‘Well, I’m up to my eyes in completing the COMAH report; 

Chevron are playing silly buggers again, ….; Steve’s having 

a wobbly about the critical parts list …; Phil’s about to 

resign … Supervisors are threatening strike action – oh 

and we haven’t even started preparing the ISO 14000’ 

Nick ‘You think you’ve got problems ….  Well forget the ISO –

You must be there first thing tomorrow’ 

Rob ‘Um … OK ... I’m … sure we can fit everything in; We’ll all 

be there at 7.30



Explosion at Port Talbot Steel Works
9 November 2001: Blast Furnace No 5



Casthouse
Access

‘ramp’

Furnace

Stack
No 5 Blast 
Furnace







The Explosion

 Probably the most destructive blast furnace explosion 
ever 

 Caused by interaction of molten metal and trapped water 
in the Furnace

 Furnace lifted 0.75m at ‘lap joint’ – 200 tonnes of molten 
metal etc and hot toxic gases and red hot material ejected 
into Cast House

 Three men killed; 12 very serious injuries

 Scene of devastation



HSE (the Crown) v Corus (2006)

 All agreed that scale and exact mechanism of explosion 
‘unforeseeable’

 But numerous errors admitted that led to a much 
heightened risk of a serious ‘breakout’

 Judge: “The lamentable catalogue of failures makes clear 
that this was an accident waiting to happen”

 Distress of families of deceased & injured

 RTB Safety Adviser for company who installed refractory 
brickwork on BF5 – learnt a lot about British Steel’s 
resilience vulnerabilities re contractor management



Immediate Events 7 November

 Four furnace cooler pumps: two turbines (T1 & T2) and 
two Sulzer electric motors (S1 & S2)

 S1 & T2 failed (T1 u/s for 5 weeks - gearbox)

 S1 failure resulted from a transformer switching 
operation (0912)

 T2 failure resulted from over-speed trip (0915) on 
start-up – rpm set too high

 Water supply dropped 45% for 10-12 minutes S2 still 
running) 

 Furnace on ‘full blast’ – dire communications



Governor
‘Knurled Knob’

Knurled 
adjuster

‘Rev’
counter



Immediate Events 8 November

 Attempts to ‘recover’ furnace from Midnight to 
1713:

 Lances to reach molten metal above ‘frozen’ metal 
in Hearth

 Minimal metal tapped – molten metal rose 
gradually to vulnerable copper tuyeres (hot blast 
nozzles) 

 A new water leak: not detected (c 1400)

 Explosion caused by circa 40 litres of water in 
Furnace flashing to steam (1713)

 Emergency services; dire performance



Hindsight bias PT: fallible decisions 

 1984: blast furnaces not CIMAH sites as no MAHs

 1994 / 95: despite strong recommendation and 
instruction no review of long-term pump capacity 
requirements; but

 Electrical engineer (Ray Lockyer) – could he have 
reasonably foreseen events six years later?

 Acting chief ‘waterman’ (Wayne Barnes) and team failed to detect leak (5 
days’ experience)

 Despite disabling injuries scapegoated by Port Talbot community 

 But could he have anticipated explosion, noting flagrant risk taking by others
to achieve recovery?

 Similar scapegoating of Huw Jones, the electrician, who switched the S1 
induction motor to an already almost fully-loaded transformer to allow 
repairs of another transformer damaged by water ingress 



Parallels: causal factors from Analyses
Buncefield

 HSE: overflows not MAHs –
no analysis required

 LTA shift record keeping & 
handovers

 Dire communications

 ATG unreliability - faults 
corrected; no corrective 
action

 T912: 14 failures in three 
months

 Pipeline supervisors 
‘worked round’ failures

Port Talbot Blast Furnace

 HSE: BF accidents not MAHs –
not a CIMAH site - no analysis 
required 

 LTA shift record keeping & 
handovers

 Dire communications

 Cooling pumps unreliability -
faults corrected; no corrective 
action

 Pumps (4): six failures; six 
defects in five weeks 

 Blast Furnace supervisors 
‘worked round’ failures



Parallels: causal factors from Analyses
Buncefield

 Latent IHLS faults

 Storage tanks filled above 
limits (violations)

 Unintended human failures 
(Slips & lapses)

 Audits ineffective

 NO emergency risk taking

 Others in the causal chain

 Total had principled reasons 
to plead ‘not guilty’

Port Talbot

 Latent pump faults

 Pumps operated above limits 
(violations)

 Unintended human failures 
(Slips & lapses)

 Audits ineffective

 Emergency risk taking

 Only Corus involved

 Corus prudent to plead ‘guilty’





FTA for Port Talbot

 Systematic analysis to establish immediate and 
proximate events and their relationships

 Objective, but challenging logic

 Too complicated to track-back to eg pump capacity 
review (where ECFA excellent) 

 ‘AND’ gates demonstrate opportunities for prevention 
and (Swiss cheese) concatenation of latent problems



56 tonnes of water 

enter Blast 

Furnace

Sorrellor coolers 

ruptured
Water flow 

100%

Furnace ‘on blast’

Sorrellor coolers 

overheat and 

weaken

Water flow 55% 

(12 minutes)

Sulzer 

Pump 2 

operating

Inherent system 

delay

Pressure 5 Bar

Emergency

supply minimal

flow

Slow Jump Desk 

response

No

precautionary wind 

reduction

Pressure 2.5 Bar

Coolers 

pressurised
Sorrellor 

coolers LTA 

durability

Turbo Pump 2

tripped

Excessive surge 

above governed 

speed

Governor set 

1,010 not spec 

980rpm

Trip set at 

1,138rpm

T2 on auto-

standby T2 Auto-

start 

operated
Surge not detected

Corus spare

not available
Furnace cooling 

needs

Turbo Pump 2 

running

Human error

Violation

T2 capacity LTA

Surge not repaired

T1 not available

Turbo Pump 2 

overspeed: 

1,150rpm

T1 awaiting repairT1 gearbox failure

Sulzer Pump 1 

tripped

Current rises to 

112% FLC

Induction Motor 

characterIstics:  

current rises if 

input voltage 

falls

No Low Voltage

Alarm fitted

Transformer T75 

o/p voltage drops 

from 3.3 to 2.9kV

T75 voltage drop 

not detected

Switch

procedures 

LTA

T75 load

increases to 606A

c/w full capacity

of 612A

Trip set at 

110%FLC

Sulzer operating at 

98-99% (not 90%) 

load capacity

GEC Alstom

Sulzer Pump

LT Spec

Furnace cooling

needs

Spec concession 

granted by BS

Voltage checks 

LTA
T75 Tap Changer 

setting LTA

Checks /

adjustments LTA
Off line Tap 

Changer

Training / 

supervision LTA

Switch T74 load

To T75 with LTA 

procedures

T75

280KV

T74

424KV

Failure to detect 

leak for more than 

8 hours

Watermen fail to 

detct failed 

Sorrellors until 

1830

Watermen fail to 

detect failed 

Sorrellors

‘at once’

Watermen fail to 

locate leak for 

more than 8 hours

Open cooling

system

Watermen 

‘frontline’ in leak 

detection

No other 

detection 

means 

available

Watermen

training /

competence 

LTA

Watermen

supervision 

LTA

Adverse

environment and

use of PPE

‘Spaghetti’ pipe 

work

Installation

LTA

‘Spaghetti’ pipe 

workAdverse

environment and

use of PPE

Checked 

coolers not tagged

Extended Life

Additional coolers 

needed to help 

Furnace cooling 

IN – “A”

OUT - “A”

Lap plate

boxed in

Launders covered

Sorrellor 

coolers 

selected

Lintel 

Furnace

Overall FTA: 56 

tonnes of water enter 

Furnace



Concluding remarks

https://www.hastam.co.uk/downloads/

https://www.hastam.co.uk/downloads/

